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'" 
'BSTllleT. lculated for multiplet·terms arising 
oat of equivalent electron configuration" of the type ,I nd". 
INTRODUCT 
In two previous papers the authors ( 0 and Rao, 1948) discussed the 
applicability to certain known complex s of Goudsmit's expressions 
for muttiplet separations arising from electron onfigurations of the tytle d'. d'. 
d3s and d3p etc., and it was shown that the eXpressions could be used to a 
certain extent to the prediction of the intervals of the deeper set of tenns in a 
spectrum. Goudsmit fig28) made the calculation of the separation fattors 
only in the cas.e of p" and d" electron systems, the latter forming the basic 
configurations for elements like vanadium, and chromium. The rare earth 
elements involve 'f' type electron-configuration and it would be of interest 
to derive the expressions for these as well, as they might suggest at least 
approximate estimates of the magnitudes of the intervals in such spectra, 
",bieb as yet are not analysed sufficiently, 
CALCULATION OF THE SEPARATION FACTORS 
The method of deriving the expressions for cf' electrons is as follows:-
(a) Systems having one f elect10n, (J1) :-For a single' f' electron 
l=3,m,-±3, ±2, ±I,oandm,==±l. 
Writing down the possible combinations (x4 in all) we have: 
TABLI! 
In. m, 'rIa I\f 11" tn. 'rIa oM 
t 3 3/2 3* -i 3 - 3/Z at 
a 1. 2; :z - 1 It 
I i Ii - t • 
0 0 I- 0 0 - t 
-I -t - t -1 i -It 
-II -x -Ii -a I -at 
-s -3/t -:af -3 S" I -3. 
.. 
• 
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The second column <:ontains m. m, ;;: l' / a. In the third column are given 
m. + 1IJ, - M. Another table is drawn from the above as follows: 
TABLE II 
-~~I 3~ a~ xl i -I -Ii -21 
I 3/2 t i 0 -I ;-1 -3/2 
-i -3/2 -] -i 0 i I 
2'1' 3/2 - l -I -1 -1 -i -1 
which gives the l' sums in a weak field. A similar table is prepared in the 
case of a strong field as follows: the terms arising out of a single 'f' electron 
are sFIlt and 2F21. If we Pllt 2Flll = 1'( and 2Fii - 1'2, 1'1 and 1'2 being their 
separations from a hypothetical level, we have in a strong field: 
TABU III 
''''--'' M I 3l 21 It . I -1 -II -21 -31 
J '-,I 
~--
31 
I 
"'1 '1'1 "'1 "'I TI T1 '1'1 "'I 
2i 
"" "" 
"'2 "3 T, '1'1 
2T I '1'1 'l'1+T1 "'2+"'\ "'2+"'1 -----",,+Tl "'3+"'1 "'.+"'1 "l 
It is easy to see the symmetrical disposition of the l;r values about a 
centre. Equating the corresponding 1:1' values i.e., belonging to the sante 
M we have: 
1'! - f':J gives the tolal separation in the 2F lUultiplet and is equaJ to 7/2 a. 
Applying the Lande interval rule and dividing the separation by the 
higher of the J-values, we have the separation factor 
A = (7/2)a. (2!7) == It·: 
thus for a IF in an 'f' configuration we bave the total separation =:; 7/2 a and 
the separation factor A == a. 
(b) "p" configuration:-In case of the two 'f' eledrons the broad principlfllS 
tneJ1tioned above bold and certain new features set in. As before we write 
don the m., tit, vatuee for each electron aa follows : 
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TABLIIV 
tiki m'l m., mZI Ms MI. M "I/a ",/a ,,/a 
i 3 • 3(X) I 6 
I 
': 7 31'!A 3/'!A 3 
2 S ' 6 1 21 I • 
I 4 . t 5 l 2 
0 3 1 4 0 xl 
-I :I 3 -l 
-2' 2 -I l 
-3 0 t 
-11 0 
-1 3 0 6 -rl 0 
:I 5 r-l • 
I 4 - 1 I i 
0 3 3 0 Ii 
-I :I 2 1 :I 
-2 I I Ii 
-3 0 0 11 3 
'fable IV i~ only a typical portion of an extensive table. setting out all the 
possible combinations. For each of one type of JIlRlt ml, combination, mss. 
ml, can have 14 combinations. Among these. however, the 'combination 
marked (x) is not allowed by Pauli's exclusion principle, because n, 1 being 
the same for the eqvivalcnt electrons tbe m., 1111 values cannot be botb 
identical. Thus writing for different 1/tl, 3,2,1,0. - I, - 2, - 3, and also for tl1e 
negative values of m81 i.e. -i. we wi11 bave 14 x 13 combinations. Of these 
there will be many combinations which are obtained by mere exchange of 
places, as in i 2, t 3; i 3, i 2, which are not different configurations. In 
fact we get each combination 2 times. Therefore the net permissi ble 
comb:natioDS are t (14 x 1'3) .. 91. The 13 combinations in the above table 
are among the permissible ones. Column (2) in Table IV contains 
Mil- mSI +mllJ. ML- /1I/r + ml, and 1.1 = M. + M, .• 
and column. (3) gives,· 
• 
aDd 
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Preparing the 11' table for strong field we have for different 1 values of 
different multiplets different 'T'S over a bypothetical level and they will be or 
the general form as in the case of "l" configuration (of the type of l1'l etc.,). 
Taking these, as before, under corresponding M values and equating, we see 
that there are more constants to be determined than the available equations. 
To get over this matheinatical difficulty' the following simplification is made 
on the assumption that the Lande-interval r~e strictly holds. Illustratively, 
in the case of api' 11 0 we have by Lande-inter\ral rule 8Pll-SPI=2A. and sPI 
-3po=A., where AI.' is the separation factor atI the separation is proportional 
to the higher J value. If we put sP2 as bfving a value Ap and 3P1 a value 
- Ap then 3P:I_ 8Pl = 2Ap proportional to ~ aud 3po a value - 2Ap then 
8P1 _ 1PU=A, which is again proportional t l. Thus suitably choosing 
numerical coefficients, we can easily see tha~here is only one constant A. to 
be determined. Thus we can suitably arr ge to get only one constant for 
each multiplet. term and solve the equation ea y. It would not be difficult 
to see that the question of separations does n arise in case of singlets as they 
are single levels and so we can treat them as zero. 
RESULTS 
From the above, the total separations for ~l", "p and sH arc follows :-
The separation factor for each mUltiplet is la. 
The same method may be adopted for the calculation of the factors for 
r. r etc., configurations, only, the table of permissible combinations would 
be much more extensive. 
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